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Abstract
Adding an axion-like particle (ALP) to the Standard Model, with a field velocity in the early
universe, simultaneously explains the observed baryon and dark matter densities. This requires
one or more couplings between the ALP and photons, nucleons, and/or electrons that are predicted
as functions of the ALP mass. These predictions arise because the ratio of dark matter to baryon
densities is independent of the ALP field velocity, allowing a correlation between the ALP mass,
ma, and decay constant, fa. The predicted couplings are orders of magnitude larger than those for
the QCD axion and for dark matter from the conventional ALP misalignment mechanism. As a
result, this scheme, ALP cogenesis, is within reach of future experimental ALP searches from the
lab and stellar objects, and for dark matter.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A theory of particle interactions in the early universe offers the remarkable prospect that
the contents of the universe can be computed. Unfortunately, the Standard Model of particle
physics (SM) does not contain a candidate for the dark matter and, when combined with
the hot expanding universe, does not yield a satisfactory calculation of either the observed
baryon density or the dark energy density.
Leaving aside the question of dark energy, which could be a cosmological constant envi-
ronmentally selected on a multiverse [1], in this paper we propose that the baryon and dark
matter densities can be simultaneously explained by a single new ingredient added to the
SM: an Axion-Like Particle (ALP) that possesses an initial field velocity θ˙ and couplings to
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SM particles. We compute the required ALP couplings to photons, electrons and nucleons
and find them to be orders of magnitude larger than for the QCD axion [2–5] and for dark
matter from conventional misalignment [6–8] for the ALP. Proposed experiments probing
ALP couplings will test our cogenesis scheme for baryon and dark matter abundances by
verifying the correlation between the ALP coupling and mass.
Our mechanism depends on the mass ma and decay constant fa of the ALP, together
with the comoving charge density associated with the broken U(1) symmetry, Yθ ∝ θ˙.
Dark matter is composed of a condensate of zero momentum ALPs produced by the kinetic
misalignment mechanism [9] with an energy density to entropy ratio of
ρa
s
' 2ma Yθ. (1.1)
On the other hand, the charge asymmetry in the ALP condensate Yθ gets transferred via
its SM couplings to particle-antiparticle asymmetries of SM particles in the thermal bath,
and at temperatures above the electroweak scale the electroweak anomaly converts this to
a baryon asymmetry relative to entropy of
YB =
nB
s
= cB
(
TEW
fa
)2
Yθ (1.2)
where TEW ∼ 130 GeV is the temperature below which the sphaleron process drops out
of equilibrium. The constant cB depends on the ALP coupling to SM particles, and is of
order 0.1. The unknown initial charge density Yθ drops out of the ratio of the axion to
baryon densities, allowing a precise correlation of fa and ma, and hence the prediction of
the ALP couplings as a function of ma.
Our baryogenesis mechanism builds on earlier work. Baryogenesis from condensation of
a scalar field is discussed in the literature. A rotating condensate that carries baryon charge
can decay into quarks and produce baryon asymmetry, which is called Affleck-Dine baryoge-
nesis [10]. Spontaneous Baryogenesis [11, 12] relies on the angular velocity of the condensate
that acts as an effective chemical potential for a thermal bath, generating a baryon asym-
metry for the quarks using a baryon number violating interaction. Baryogenesis can result
from a condensate carrying charge Q other than baryon number [13, 14], although they
require an interaction that violates both Q and B to be in thermal equilibrium. The baryon
number violation by the weak sphaleron process [15, 16] is utilized in leptongenesis [17, 18],
electroweak baryogenesis [16, 19, 20], and together with the strong sphaleron process in
axiogenesis [21].
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In Sec. 2, we analyze the ALP cogenesis mechanism in detail, while providing a precise
analytic computation for cB of Eq. (1.2) in Appendix A. In Sec. 3 we give precise predictions
for the ALP coupling to photons, electrons and nucleons, and compare these predictions with
reaches of proposed experiments. The origin of the ALP velocity θ˙ is briefly discussed in
Sec. 4, and conclusions are discussed in Sec. 5.
2. THE ALP COGENESIS FRAMEWORK
In this section we present the framework that leads to ALP baryogenesis at the weak
scale and generates ALP dark matter from kinetic misalignment below the weak scale.
2.1. The EFT at the Weak Scale
We take the Effective Field Theory (EFT) at the weak scale to be the Standard Model
together with an ALP that has some non-zero couplings to SM particles. The SM has a
U(3)5 flavor symmetry acting on the left-handed Weyl fields for quarks and leptons, fi =
qi, u¯i.d¯i, `i, e¯i, explicitly broken by the Yukawa interactions
LYukawa = yuij qiu¯jH† + ydij qid¯jH + yeij `ie¯jH + h.c. (2.1)
where H is the Higgs field.
The UV extension of the EFT possesses some global symmetry, U(1)P , that is sponta-
neously broken by a field P , with radial and angular excitation modes S and θ, and a zero
temperature vacuum value given by the ALP symmetry breaking scale fa
P =
1√
2
(faNDW + S) e
iθ/NDW . (2.2)
NDW is the domain wall number, determined by how U(1)P is explicitly broken and the
resulting ALP potential. In the low energy EFT, the ALP a = θfa is assumed to have a
potential
V (a) = m2af
2
a
(
1− cos a
fa
)
(2.3)
which is periodic in a/fa with period 2pi. The ALP mass is ma. Even if the mass of S is
less than the weak scale, it is very weakly coupled to the SM and and the potential and
couplings of S are not needed in this paper.
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If the UV completion does not involve fermions beyond those of the SM, U(1)P is a
sub-group of the U(3)5 flavor group, but in the presence of additional heavy fermions with
SM gauge quantum numbers, U(1)P may lie partly or wholly outside U(3)
5. In the weak
scale EFT, the most general set of interactions between the ALP and SM particles up to
dimension 5 is
Lθ = ∂µa
fa
∑
f,i,j
cfij f
†
i σ¯
µfj +
∂µa
64pi2fa
(
cY g
′2BµνBµν + cWg2 W µνWµν + cg g23 G
µνGµν
)
, (2.4)
where g′, g, g3 are gauge couplings and Bµν ,Wµν , Gµν are field strengths of the U(1), SU(2)L,
SU(3) SM gauge interactions. Without loss of generality, we work in a basis where a is
derivatively coupled and we perform a hypercharge rotation to set the U(1)P charge of H
to zero.
In the simplest theories, couplings cfij are proportional to the U(1)P charges of fi. The
couplings cY,W,g denote anomaly coefficients of the shift symmetry on a and are rational
numbers. Anomalous field re-definitions imply that cY − cW is not independent of cfij . In
this paper we study theories with a single axion field, which is an ALP rather than the QCD
axion studied in Ref. [21] with cf = 0, so we insist that U(1)P has no QCD anomaly and we
set cg = 0. Although we need only this EFT for this paper, we present few examples of the
UV completion of the ALP coupling in Sec. 3.1.
The key that allows the ALP to generate a baryon asymmetry and account for the dark
matter abundance is its cosmological evolution: θ˙ must be non-zero at the weak scale. A
non-zero θ˙ satisfies the out-of-equilibrium and CP violation conditions for baryogenesis, and
implies that the ALP dark matter abundance does not depend on an initial misalignment
angle. The baryon and dark matter number densities are both proportional to θ˙, which
drops out of the ratio. In this paper, we do not analyze in detail the cosmological evolution
of P in various models, as we have done this in elsewhere for both quadratic and quartic
potentials [9]. In general, a relatively flat potential for S is needed, together with a large
initial field value, for example from inflation. An important aspect is the need for explicit
symmetry breaking of U(1)P at high temperatures to generate a large initial θ˙, as discussed
in Sec. 4.
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2.2. ALP baryogenesis at the weak scale
In general, in the early universe a non-zero velocity of the ALP, θ˙ 6= 0, produces a baryon
asymmetry. At temperature T , if S(T ) is small compared with fa, the rotating ALP field
contains a charge density of U(1)P
nθ = θ˙f
2
a . (2.5)
At the weak scale, the B + L anomaly of the SU(2)L gauge interaction is in thermal
equilibrium and if the coupling cW defined in Eq. (2.4) is non-zero, the U(1)P charge is
partially transferred into a B + L asymmetry nB+L [21]. Similarly, if the couplings cfi are
order unity, the interactions of the ALP with SM quarks and leptons fi are in thermal
equilibrium at the weak scale. Scatterings via Yukawa couplings allow a sharing of the
charge density between the ALP and the quarks and leptons, so that θ˙ 6= 0 creates charge
asymmetry densities nfi = f
†
i σ¯
0fi for fermions fi. The charge density associated with the
shift symmetry of the ALP, conserved up to dilution from expansion, is a linear combination
of nθ and the fermion number densities
nP = nθ +
∑
f,i,j
cfijf
†σ¯0f. (2.6)
The q and ` number densities are transferred into a B + L asymmetry via the electroweak
sphaleron process.
In the general case, with cW and cfij both non-zero, the net result of the ALP and spaleron
interactions being in thermal equilibrium is that nB and nL reach equilibrium values,
nB = −nL = cB θ˙T 2, (2.7)
where cB is a constant given by
cB =− 12
79
cW +
∑
i
(
18
79
cqii −
21
158
cu¯ii −
15
158
cd¯ii +
25
237
c`ii −
11
237
ce¯ii
)
(2.8)
'− 0.15cW + 0.68cq − 0.40cu¯ − 0.28cd¯ + 0.32c` − 0.14ce¯,
where in the second line we assume flavor universal and diagonal couplings, cfij = δijcf . We
derive the coefficient cB in the Appendix using the picture of the charge transfer from nθ.
The same result can be derived by regarding θ˙ as a background field and the couplings in
Eq. (2.4) as effective chemical potentials of the Chern-Simons number and fermion numbers.
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As long as fa  T , nθ almost does not change because of the sharing and remains
' θ˙f 2a [21]. This is because it is free-energetically favorable to keep the approximately
conserved charge in nθ rather than in the asymmetries of particle excitations. For cg = 0,
since a linear combination of the ALP shift symmetry and fermion numbers remains exact
up to the explicit breaking by the ALP potential, the ALP velocity is not damped by the
ALP-SM couplings as long as |θ˙|  ma.1
The sphaleron process ceases to be effective after the electoweak phase transition. In the
Standard Model, the temperature below which the sphaleron process is ineffective, TEW, is
around 130 GeV [22]. Baryon asymmetry is conserved at T < TEW,
YB =
nB
s
= cB
θ˙T 2
s
∣∣∣∣∣
T=TEW
= cBYθ
(
TEW
fa
)2(
fa
fa(TEW)
)2
(2.9)
= 8.5× 10−11
( cB
0.1
)( Yθ
500
)(
108GeV
fa
)2(
TEW
130 GeV
)2(
fa
fa(TEW)
)2
Here we take into account the possibility that the decay constant around the electroweak
phase transition, fa(TEW), is different from the present value fa.
In general, the decay constant varies throughout the cosmological evolution of the ALP.
The ALP is obtained by a spontaneous breaking of U(1)P by P of Eq. (2.2). The charge nθ
is given by
nθ =
1
NDW
(
iP˙ ∗P − iP˙P ∗
)
= θ˙
(
fa +
S
NDW
)2
(2.10)
generalizing Eq. (2.5). In the early universe S is not necessarily at the minimum S = 0,
leading to the decay constant different from the present one,
fa(T ) = fa +
S(T )
NDW
. (2.11)
In fact, in the mechanism generating the ALP velocity discussed in Sec. 4, S may be larger
than faNDW in the early universe even around the electroweak phase transition.
2.3. ALP Dark Matter from kinetic misalignment
In the conventional misalignment mechanism, the ALP field is stuck at a field value ai
for H  ma, and begins to oscillate in the potemntial of Eq. (2.3) when 3H ' ma. The
1 Even if cg 6= 0, the damping rate is about y2uT 3/f2a and negligible.
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oscillation behaves as matter, and the resultant energy density of the oscillation ρa is
ρa
s
=
(
pi2g∗
10
)3
4
(
45
2pi2g∗
)
m
1/2
a f 2aθ
2
i
M
3/2
Pl
' 0.4 eV θ2i
( ma
4 meV
)1
2
(
fa
1012 GeV
)2
(2.12)
where g∗ is the relativistic degrees of freedom at the onset of the oscillation. Here we
normalize the energy density by the entropy density s, since after the beginning of the
oscillation both ρa and s decrease in proportion to R
−3, where R is the scale factor of the
universe. For simplicity, we assumed that the potential is temperature-independent. The
observed dark matter abundance is ρDM/s ' 0.44 eV.
The picture may be altered if the ALP has a non-zero initial kinetic energy as proposed
in Ref. [9]. Suppose that the ALP (nearly) coherently evolves, θ˙ 6= 0. If the kinetic energy
is larger than the potential energy when H ∼ ma, the ALP continues to move in the same
direction, repeatedly running over the potential barriers. The ALP begins oscillations about
the minimum of the potential when the kinetic energy becomes smaller than the potential
barrier. The beginning of the oscillation is delayed in comparison with the conventional
misalignment mechanism, enhancing the ALP energy density. We named this scenario the
kinetic misalignment mechanism.
Let us estimate the ALP energy density. We parameterize the kinetic energy by
nθ ≡ θ˙f 2a , Yθ ≡
nθ
s
, (2.13)
where s is the entropy density of the universe. Once we understand the ALP as the angular
direction, nθ is then the angular momentum and a charge density associated with the ap-
proximate shift symmetry of the ALP, θ → θ + α. When the kinetic energy is much larger
than the potential energy, nθ is conserved up to the cosmic expansion nθ ∝ R−3 and thus
the yield Yθ remains constant.
The kinetic energy θ˙2f 2a/2 becomes comparable to the potential barrier 2m
2
af
2
a when
θ˙ = 2ma. The entropy density s at this point is 2maf
2
a/Yθ. The ALP begins oscillation with
an initial number density ' 2maf 2a . The number density na of the oscillating ALP is
Ya ≡ na
s
= C
2maf
2
a
2maf 2a/Yθ
= CYθ. (2.14)
Here C is a numerical factor taking into account the deviation from the analytical estimation
due to the anharmonicity around the hilltop of the potential. The numerical computation
performed in Ref. [9] finds that C ' 2. Note that the estimation of Ya is valid even if the
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ALP potential changes in time as long as the change is adiabatic so that the number density
of the oscillation is conserved. The energy of density of the ALP oscillation by the kinetic
misalignment mechanism is
ρa
s
= maYa ' 2maYθ = 0.4 eV
( ma
meV
)( Yθ
400
)
. (2.15)
2.4. ALP Cogenesis: baryon asymmetry and dark matter
Baryon asymmetry and dark matter density are mainly determined by three parameters:
ma, fa and Yθ. After requiring the baryon and dark matter abundance to be the observed
values [23],
Y obsB ' 8.7× 10−11,
ρobsDM
s
' 0.44 eV, (2.16)
we can predict fa as a function of ma,
fa = 2× 109 GeV
(
fa
fa(TEW)
)( cB
0.1
)1
2
(
1 µeV
ma
)1
2
(
TEW
130 GeV
)
. (2.17)
Assuming that the electroweak phase transition is the standard model-like and fa(TEW) = fa,
the decay constant is uniquely predicted. It is possible that fa(TEW)/fa > 1, which reduces
the prediction on fa. This predicted value of fa from ALP cogenesis is typically much smaller
than that from the QCD axion
fa = 6× 1012 GeV
(
µeV
ma
)
, (2.18)
and from ALP dark matter with the conventional misalignment mechanism
fa = 10
13 GeV θ−1i
(
µeV
ma
)1
4
. (2.19)
The smaller decay constant means larger couplings of the ALP with standard model particles.
We discuss how the predicted value is probed by ALP search.
We assume that the oscillation of the ALP begins after the electroweak phase transition.
For a temperature independent ALP potential, this assumption is consistent if
ma < 3 keV
(
0.1
cB
)(
TEW
130 GeV
)(
fa(TEW)
fa
)2
. (2.20)
The constraint becomes weaker if the ALP potential is suppressed at high temperatures.
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3. ALP COUPLINGS
Our mechanism for baryogenesis requires ALP couplings to standard model particles.
This should be contrasted with ALP dark matter from the misalignment mechanism, where
no couplings with SM particles are required. In this section, we discuss how the couplings
arise from UV completions, and how predicted couplings can be probed by future experi-
ments.
3.1. UV completions
We discuss a few UV completions of the ALP couplings realizing various hierarchies of
cW,Y and cf . For cf , we mainly introduce a model which gives non-zero c`, but a generaliza-
tion to other cf is straightforward.
3.1.1. cW,Y = O(1), |cf |  1
Non-zero cW,Y arises from the anomaly of U(1)P symmetry. The simplest example is a
model of heavy U(1)P -charged SU(2)L doublet fermions L and L¯ obtaining mass from P ,
L = λPLL¯→ cW = 1
NDW
. (3.1)
Even if cf vanish at tree-level, they are generated from cW,Y by one-loop radiative cor-
rections. From cW , non-zero cq,` are generated as [24]
cq,` ' 9
2
(α2
4pi
)2
ln
Λ
vEW
× cW ' 7× 10−4
(
ln(Λ/vEW)
20
)
× cW , (3.2)
where Λ is the scale where the coupling cW is generated.
3.1.2. cW,Y = O(1), cf = O(1)
If the SM fermions have a non-zero U(1)P charge, O(1) cf arises. Let us consider a
heavy fermion L which has the same gauge quantum number as `, and its Dirac partner L¯.
Choosing U(1)P charges `(−1), e¯(0), L(0) and L¯(0), the renormalizable couplings are
L = (mL+ λP`)L¯+ yLe¯H. (3.3)
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Assuming m λ 〈P 〉, after integrating out LL¯, we obtain
L = −yλfaNDW√
2m
eiθ/NDW`e¯H − λ
2f 2aNDW
2m2
∂µθ`
†σ¯µ`. (3.4)
After eliminating θ from the Yukawa coupling by the rotation of `, we obtain
cW = cY =
1
NDW
, c` =
1
NDW
− λ
2f 2aNDW
2m2
. (3.5)
The coupling c` is smaller than 1/NDW since the SM ` is an admixture of `(−1) and L(0).
The structure in Eq. (3.3) is nothing but that of the Froggatt-Nielsen model of flavor [25].
3.1.3. cW,Y = 0, cf = O(1)
If the SM fermions have non-zero U(1)P charges but the U(1)P symmetry does not have
quantum anomaly, cW,Y = 0 while cf = O(1). Choosing U(1)P charges `(−1), e¯, L(0) and
L¯(1), the renormalizable couplings are
L = (λP †L+m`)L¯+ yLe¯H. (3.6)
Assuming λ 〈P 〉  m, after integrating out LL¯, we obtain
c` =
1
NDW
− 2m
2
λ2f 2aNDW
. (3.7)
3.1.4. cW,Y = 0, |cf |  1
If the SM fermions do not have U(1)P charges and the U(1)P symmetry does not have
quantum anomaly, the ALP couplings may be suppressed. Non-zero cf arises from mixing
of the SM fermions with U(1)P charged heavy fermions. In the model in Eq. (3.6), if
λ 〈P 〉  m, the SM fermions is mainly L rather than `. Through the mixing, we obtain
c` =
λ2f 2aNDW
2m2
. (3.8)
3.2. Experimental probes of ALP couplings
We discuss how the predicted ALP couplings can be probed. We consider cases where
cW,Y = O(1) or cf1 = O(1).
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3.2.1. Photons
When the baryon asymmetry is produced by the weak anomaly of the ALP shift symme-
try, the ALP is predicted to couple with photons,
L = −
(gaγγ
4
)
a µνρσFµνFρσ, (3.9)
with a strength predicted by the baryon asymmetry and dark matter abundance to be
|gaγγ| = α|cγ|
2pifa
' 1.8× 10−11 GeV−1|cγ|
(
fa(TEW)
fa
)(
0.1
cB
)1
2 ( ma
meV
)1
2
(
130 GeV
TEW
)
(3.10)
and cγ ≡ cW + cY . For later convenience, we define
caγγ ≡ |cγ|
(
fa(TEW)
fa
)(
0.1
cB
)1
2
. (3.11)
A canonical value of caγγ is O(1), while larger values are possible if fa(TEW/fa)  1 or
|cγ|  1.
Figure 1 shows the prediction for the ALP-photon coupling, existing constraints, and the
sensitivity of future experiments. The green band shows the prediction from ALP cogenesis
as given in Eq. (2.17). The gray band is the usual prediction of ALP dark matter from the
conventional misalignment misalignment given in Eq. (2.19) with θi = 1. The widths of these
bands reflect the uncertainty due to the model-dependent constants caγγ, |cγ|, respectively,
which we vary between 1 and 10. The yellow band corresponds to the QCD axion, defined
here with the coefficients of the electromagnetic and strong anomalies, E and N , varying
over ranges of viable models [26] with 5/3 ≤ E/N ≤ 44/3.
In Fig. 1, we show the regions excluded by CAST [27] in blue shading, horizontal branch
(HB) stars [28] in red shading, ADMX [29–32] in red shading, and ABRACADABRA [33–
35] in brown shading. The prospects for future proposed and planned experiments are
shown individually by the red dashed curves for BabyIAXO and IAXO [36], black dashed
for ALPs-II [37], blue dot-dashed lines for ABRACADABRA [33–35] with a broadband
search, blue dashed lines for DM Radio-50L and DM Radio-m3 [38–40], which has merged
with ABRACADABRA, for a resonant search2, cyan dashed lines for CULTASK [41, 42],
magenta lines for MADMAX [43], and orange dashed lines for KLASH [44]. Remarkably,
2 The planned resonant searches could in principle scan to lower masses and probe more of the ALP cogenesis
parameter space.
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FIG. 1. The prediction for the ALP-photon coupling gaγγ is shown by the green band, for caγγ =
1 − 10. The predictions for the QCD axion and for ALP dark matter from the conventional
misalignment mechanism are shown in the yellow and gray bands. Other shaded regions denote
the existing experimental constraints, while various lines show the sensitivity of future experiments.
the proposed and planned experiments can probe ALP cogenesis in a wide range of the axion
mass.
3.2.2. Nucleons
The couplings cq and cu¯,d¯ lead to ALP-nucleon interactions, which can be decomposed
into couplings of ∂µa/fa to vector and axial vector currents. For flavor preserving ALP
couplings, at an energy scale much below the electroweak scale, only the couplings to the
axial vector current are relevant, since the couplings to the vector current can be removed
by an ALP-dependent rotation of the quarks. We do not discuss possible signals from flavor
violating couplings in this paper. The couplings to the axial vector current of quarks are
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given by
L = Cu ∂µa
2fa
u¯γµγ5u+ Cd
∂µa
2fa
d¯γµγ5d,
Cu = −(cq + cu¯), Cd = −(cq + cd¯). (3.12)
The couplings to the axial vector currents of protons and neutrons are
L = gapp × ∂µa
2mp
p¯γµγ5p+ gann × ∂µa
2mn
n¯γµγ5n, (3.13)
where the nucleon couplings are dependant on the quark couplings [45]
gaNN = CN
mN
fa
' (0.88(3)Cu − 0.39(2)Cd) mN
fa
, (3.14)
where N = p or n. Requiring that both the observed baryon asymmetry and dark matter
abundance originate from the U(1)P charge asymmetry yields the prediction
|gaNN | = |CN |mN
fa
' 1.4× 10−11|CN |
(
fa(TEW)
fa
)(
0.1
cB
)1
2 ( ma
neV
)1
2
(
130 GeV
TEW
)
. (3.15)
We define
caNN ≡ |CN |
(
fa(TEW)
fa
)(
0.1
cB
)1
2
, (3.16)
and note that caNN can be order unity but depends on CN and fa(TEW)/fa.
Fig. 2 shows the prediction for the ALP-nucleon coupling. The two green bands show
the prediction of ALP cogenesis given in Eq. (2.17), in which we vary caNN = 1− 10 for the
upper band while the lower band is for a much smaller caNN induced according to Eq. (3.2)
by cW = 1 − 10. The gray band shows the usual prediction of ALP dark matter from
the conventional misalignment misalignment given in Eq. (2.19) with θi = 1. The yellow
band corresponds to the QCD axion as in Eq. (2.18). The width of these bands reflects
the uncertainty in the model-dependent constants caNN , |CN |, which we vary between 1 and
10. The blue shaded region shows the constraint from neutron star cooling [46]. The blue
dashed lines show the sensitivity for CASPEr [47]. One can see that CASPEr can probe the
ALP cogenesis region with caNN order unity down to very low ALP masses, and even the
loop-suppressed coupling if ma . 10−7 eV complementing the search using the ALP-photon
coupling.
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FIG. 2. The prediction for the ALP-nucleon coupling gaNN is shown for caNN = 1−10 in the upper
green band and for loop-induced caNN from cW = 1− 10 in the lower green band. The predictions
for the QCD axion and for ALP dark matter from the conventional misalignment mechanism are
shown in the yellow and gray bands. The blue shaded region shows the constraint from neutron
star cooling, while the blue dashed lines show the sensitivity of the planned experiment CASPEr.
3.2.3. Electrons
The couplings c` and ce¯ provide interactions of the ALP with electrons. The interaction
with the axial current is given by
L = gaee × ∂µa
2me
e¯γµγ5e, gaee = −(c` + ce¯)me
fa
≡ ceme
fa
. (3.17)
ALP cogenesis then predicts
|gaee| = |ce|me
fa
' 7.8× 10−15|ce|
(
fa(TEW)
fa
)(
0.1
cB
)1
2 ( ma
neV
)1
2
(
130 GeV
TEW
)
, (3.18)
and we define
caee ≡ |ce|
(
fa(TEW)
fa
)(
0.1
cB
)1
2
. (3.19)
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FIG. 3. The prediction on the coupling between an ALP and electrons gaee is shown for caee = 1−10
in the upper green band and for loop-induced caee from cW = 1 − 10 in the lower green band.
The prediction of the QCD axions and of ALP dark matter from the conventional misalignment
mechanism are shown in the yellow and gray bands. Other shaded regions denote the existing
experimental constraints. Various curves show the sensitivity of future experiments, whereas the
dot-dashed curves assume ALP cogenesis and caγγ = 1.
Fig. 3 shows the prediction for the ALP-electron coupling. The two green bands show
the prediction of ALP cogenesis given in Eq. (2.17). We vary caee = 1 − 10 for the upper
band, while the lower band is for a much smaller caee induced according to Eq. (3.2) by
cW = 1 − 10. The gray band shows the usual prediction of ALP dark matter from the
conventional misalignment misalignment given in Eq. (2.19) with θi = 1. The yellow band
corresponds to the QCD axion as in Eq. (2.18). The widths of these bands reflect the
uncertainty of the model-dependent constant caee, which we vary between caee = 1− 10.
In Fig. 3, we show the regions excluded by the search for solar axions using the un-
derground dark matter direct detection experiment LUX [48] in purple shading, by the
16
luminosity function of white dwarfs [49] in orange shading, and by the brightness of the
red-giant branch [50] in red shading. The future sensitivity of DARWIN [51] will improve
the bound on gaee from solar axions marked by the blue dashed line. The axion helioscopes
constrain the gaee-gaγγ parameter space, which however can be translated to a limit on gaee
when one assumes a value of caγγ and the predicted value of fa from ALP cogenesis in
Eq. (2.17). In this manner, we use caγγ = 1 and show the current limit from CAST [52] in
blue shading and the future prospect of BabyIAXO and IAXO [36] by red dot-dashed curves.
Similarly, a potential reach in gaee is shown by the magenta dot-dashed curve obtained from
a future sensitivity on gaee × gaγγ using dedicated X-ray observations of the white dwarfs
(WDs) [53] with XMM-Newton [54].
3.2.4. ALP gravitational and self-interactions
Gravitational interactions of ALPs provide a model-independent test. For example,
rapidly spinning black holes can release energy and angular momentum via the superra-
diance mechanism, forming a cloud of ALPs around the black holes. ALP masses be-
tween 10−13 − 10−11 eV and 10−17 − 10−16 eV are excluded for fa > O(1014) GeV and
fa > O(1016) GeV from stellar and supermassive black holes respectively [55–57]. However,
the values of fa predicted by ALP cogenesis in Eq. (2.17) are significantly smaller than the
constraint and hence axion self-interactions prevent efficient superradiance. Small values
of fa can however lead to a series of bosenova events and potentially produce gravitational
wave signals [57].
4. INITIATION OF NON-ZERO ALP VELOCITY
ALP-genesis requires a large charge asymmetry,
Yθ = 5× 104
(
fa(TEW)
fa
)2(
0.1
cB
)(
fa
109 GeV
)2(
130 GeV
TEW
)2
(4.1)
which can be obtained by dynamics similar to the Affleck-Dine mechanism [10]. The U(1)P
symmetry may be explicitly broken by a higher-dimensional operator, VPQ(P ) ∼ P n. If S
takes a large initial field value Si in the early universe, the explicit symmetry breaking is
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effective and drives the angular motion of P . The resultant asymmetry is
Yθ =2× 104 
(
Si
1016 GeV
)2(
GeV
mS,i
)1
2
(
106.75
g∗
)1
4
,
m2S,i ≡
∂2V
∂S2
∣∣∣∣
P=Pi
,  ' ∂V/∂θ
S∂V/∂S
∣∣∣∣
P=Pi
. (4.2)
The large charge asymmetry requires that the initial field value is large while mS,i is small.
This requires a flat potential for S, which is natural in supersymmetry theories.
The rotation of P may create ALP fluctuations by parametric resonance [58–61], and the
fluctuations may contribute to dark matter [62–64] with an abundance similar to or larger
than the abundance given by kinetic misalignment, for  = O(1) or  1, respectively. For
the latter case the prediction for fa becomes even smaller. The produced ALPs, however,
tend to have a large velocities
va(T ) ' 10−4
(
T
eV
)( mS
0.1 GeV
)1/2(10−8 eV
ma
)
. (4.3)
The warmness constraint [65] requires that va(eV) . 10−4 and restricts the model. This can
be avoided if the produced ALPs are thermalized, or the rotation is close to circular motion
and parametric resonance is absent.
5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We discussed the possibility that an ALP has a non-zero velocity in the early universe
and coupling with SM particles so that the baryon asymmetry of the universe is produced
by electroweak sphaleron processes at the weak scale. The non-zero velocity of the ALP
delays the beginning of the oscillation of the ALP around the minimum of the potential, and
enhances the ALP abundance in comparison with the conventional misalignment mechanism.
From the requirement of simultaneously producing the observed baryon asymmetry and
dark matter density, we obtain a prediction for the decay constant of the ALP, shown in
Eq. (2.17). The corresponding predictions for the ALP-photon, -nucleon, and -electron
couplings are summarized in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The predicted couplings are
much larger than those of the QCD axion and of ALP dark matter from the conventional
misalignment mechanism. The predicted couplings can be probed by various experiments.
We assumed that the ALP explains the dark matter density. If we only require that
the ALP velocity explains the baryon density, the predictions for the ALP couplings can
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be understood as lower bounds so that the ALP velocity does not overproduce ALP dark
matter by kinetic misalignment.
Note added. While finalizing the manuscript, Ref. [66] appeared on arXiv, which also dis-
cusses the baryon asymmetry from general couplings of the ALP with standard model par-
ticles, and derives the dependence of the baryon asymmetry on the couplings. The paper
focuses on the formulation of the computation of the coefficient cB relevant for ALP-genesis
and does not discuss the prediction for the ALP couplings through ALP cogenesis.
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Appendix A: Estimation of baryon asymmetry
In this appendix we estimate the coefficient cB in Eq. (2.7) for the standard model with
left-handed quarks qi, right-handed up quarks u¯i, right-handed down quarks d¯i, left-handed
leptons `i, right-handed electrons e¯i, and Higgs H. Here i = 1− 3 is the generation index.
The Yukawa interactions are
L = yuijqiu¯jH† + ydijqid¯jH + yeij`ie¯jH. (A.1)
The couplings between the ALP a = θfa and the SM particles are
L = ∂µθ
∑
f,i,j
cfijf
†σ¯µf +
θ
64pi2
µνρσ
(
cY g
′2BµνBρσ + cWg2W aµνW
a
ρσ + cgg
2
sG
a
µνG
a
ρσ
)
. (A.2)
By unitary rotations, we can take cfij = δijcfi . The U(1)P charge density in the ALP, θ˙f
2
a , is
transferred into the particle-antiparticle asymmetries of SM particles through the couplings
between the ALP and the SM particles. The Boltzmann equations governing the charge
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asymmetries are
n˙qi =
∑
j
γuij
(
−nqi
6
− nu¯j
3
+
nH
4
+
cqi + cu¯j
6
θ˙T 2
)
+
∑
j
γdij
(
−nqi
6
− nd¯j
3
− nH
4
+
cqi + cd¯j
6
θ˙T 2
)
+ 2Γss
∑
j
(
−nqj − nu¯j − nd¯j +
2cqj + cu¯i + cd¯j − cg/Ng
2
θ˙T 2
)
,
+ 3Γws
∑
j
(
− nqj − n`j +
3cqj + c`j − cW/Ng
3
θ˙T 2
)
(A.3)
n˙u¯i =
∑
j
γuji
(
−nqj
6
− nu¯i
3
+
nH
4
+
cqj + cu¯i
6
θ˙T 2
)
+ Γss
∑
j
(
−nqj − nu¯j − nd¯j +
2cqj + cu¯i + cd¯j − cg/Ng
2
θ˙T 2
)
, (A.4)
n˙d¯i =
∑
j
γdji
(
−nqj
6
− nd¯i
3
− nH
4
+
cqj + cd¯i
6
θ˙T 2
)
+ Γss
∑
j
(
−nqj − nu¯j − nd¯j +
2cqj + cu¯i + cd¯j − cg/Ng
2
θ˙T 2
)
, (A.5)
n˙`i =
∑
j
γeij
(
−n`i
2
− ne¯j −
nH
4
+
c`i + ce¯j
6
θ˙T 2
)
+ Γws
∑
j
(
− nqj − n`j +
3cqj + c`j − cW/Ng
3
θ˙T 2
)
, (A.6)
n˙e¯i =
∑
j
γeji
(
−n`j
2
− ne¯i −
nH
4
+
c`j + ce¯i
6
θ˙T 2
)
, (A.7)
n˙H = −
∑
ij
γuij
(
−nqi
6
− nu¯j
3
+
nH
4
+
cqi + cu¯j
6
θ˙T 2
)
+
∑
ij
γdij
(
−nqi
6
− nd¯j
3
− nH
4
+
cqi + cd¯j
6
θ˙T 2
)
+
∑
ij
γeij
(
−n`i
2
− ne¯j −
nH
4
+
c`i + ce¯j
6
θ˙T 2
)
, (A.8)
n˙θ = −
∑
ij
(cqi + cu¯j)γ
u
ij
(
−nqi
6
− nu¯j
3
+
nH
4
+
cqi + cu¯j
6
θ˙T 2
)
−
∑
ij
(cqi + cd¯j)γ
d
ij
(
−nqi
6
− nd¯j
3
− nH
4
+
cqi + cd¯j
6
θ˙T 2
)
−
∑
ij
(c`i + ce¯j)γ
e
ij
(
−n`i
2
− ne¯j −
nH
4
+
c`i + ce¯j
6
θ˙T 2
)
−
∑
ij
(2cqi + cu¯i + cd¯i − cg/Ng)Γss
(
−nqj − nu¯j − nd¯j +
2cqj + cu¯i + cd¯j − cg/Ng
2
θ˙T 2
)
,
−
∑
ij
(3cqi + c`i − cW/Ng)Γws
(
− nqj − n`j +
3cqj + c`j − cW/Ng
3
θ˙T 2
)
, (A.9)
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where
γuij ' α3|yuij|2T, γdij ' α3|ydij|2T, γeij ' α2|yeij|2T, Γws ' 10α52T, Γss ' 100α53T. (A.10)
Here the dependence on θ˙ is derived in the following way [21]. We consider a charge transfer
from θ˙f 2a in each process, derive the would-be equilibrium values of the particle asymmetries
via the process by minimizing the free-energy including the energy of the ALP, and use the
principle of detailed balance.
The equilibrium values of asymmetries including all interactions are obtained by solving
the equations n˙f = n˙H = 0, with the conservation laws Y = 0 as well as B/3− Li = 0 if yeij
is diagonal and B − L = 0 otherwise. We find that
cB =
(
21
158
− δ
)
cg − 12
79
cW +
∑
i
(
18
79
cqi −
21
158
cu¯i −
15
158
cd¯i +
25
237
c`i −
11
237
ce¯i
)
(A.11)
=
(
21
158
− δ
)
cg − 12
79
cW +
∑
i
(
18
79
cqii −
21
158
cu¯ii −
15
158
cd¯ii +
25
237
c`ii −
11
237
ce¯ii
)
where in the second line we cast the formula into a basis-independent form. We define
δ ' 0.005 (yu/10−5)2 with yu the up quark Yukawa coupling.
Except for the coefficient of cg, the coefficients can be derived by simply taking each term
in the Boltzmann equation to be zero. This is because for cg = 0, a linear combination
of the shift symmetry and fermion numbers remains exact. At the equilibrium, n˙θ should
also vanish, and the whole system is in thermal equilibrium. We can apply the standard
requirement that each term in the Boltzmann equation vanishes. For cg 6= 0, since the shift
symmetry is broken by the QCD anomaly and the quark Yukawa interaction, this argument
is not applicable. One must use the whole Boltzmann equation to obtain the equilibrium
values of the asymmetries of SM particles, for which n˙θ is non-zero; the system is not truly in
equilibrium. In the limit where the up quark Yukawa vanishes, a symmetry becomes exact
and we can use the standard argument and obtain the coefficient 21/158 in front of cg.
Note that the result is invariant under fermion field rotations that leave the Yukawa
interactions invariant,L rotations : c`i → c`i + α, ce¯i → ce¯i − α, cW → cW + 3αB rotations : cqi → cqi + α3 , cu¯i,d¯i → cu¯i,d¯i − α3 , cW → cW + 3α . (A.12)
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